Climate Change:

Direct Action,
not
Stupid Action!
A Quick Guide for what to do and what NOT to do

by students of

the Deep Green Bush-School
April 2019

WARNING! These are student views and we're using this newsletter to express our
thoughts on climate change. If you don't like it, too bad.
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Stupid Action #1:
Solar, Wind and Renewables
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The Solar Scam
People think that solar is the solution. But with this current way of life we
would have to cover half the Earth in solar panels just to fuel our cars, video
games, Starbucks coffees, McDonald's, kids' toys, overseas holidays and iPads.
But solar energy won't do anything because it still requires mining, fossil fuels,
cutting down forests, and toxic chemicals just to make solar panels.
If solar panels lasted forever that would be one thing. but they start degrading as
soon as they are installed and they would need to be replaced every five to
twenty years. So if half the Earth was already covered in solar panels, someone
would have to replace all of them every several years. What would happen to all
the old ones if half the Earth is already covered? Then the other half would have
to be covered in old junk solar panels.
You still think solar is the solution? Each panel requires incredibly toxic
chemicals to make. Chemicals such as phosphine, arsenic, arsine,
trichloroethane, phosphorous oxychloride, ethyl vinyl acetate, silicon trioxide,
stannic chloride, tantalum pentoxide, lead, hexavalent chromium, cadmium and
silane.* All of these are incredibly toxic chemicals that are not just bad but
require mining, cutting down forests, factories and fossil fuels in order to
produce.
All these resources don't just appear out of thin air. The same goes for wind
turbines and dams. There is no way any renewable
energy will work because we've already taken so
much from the Earth. And why? Just so we can
continue to live our destructive way of life. Solar,
wind and other renewables are an idiotic scam to
make people feel better about climate change. People
should realise that we don't need more energy than we
can get from our own two hands.
*Zehner, Ozzie. (2012). Green Illusions: The Dirty
Secrets of Clean Energy and the Future of
Environmentalism. University of Nebraska Press. Page
19
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Stupid Action #2: School
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School is NOT a solution for solving Climate Change
ONE. School promotes a consumerist, capitalist and industrial lifestyle, which always
needs war
TWO. What will sitting around all day, doing pointless work on mind-numbing technology,
do for the Earth? That should be obvious by now.
THREE. All school is good for is wasting your time and getting you used to being
controlled and told what to do for corporate bastards who expect you to be loyal to them

A Little History
School was invented one hundred and fifty years ago in Prussia by factory owners to force
children to go to their schools. The purpose was so that they can make children just smart
enough to work and slave away in their new factories, but too tired to fight back.
Every child was forced to go to school and soldiers would “escort” the children at gunpoint
because the children didn't want to go to school and the parents didn't want them to go,
either.
Now look at today's schools. They're still there making the students stupid and making
them just smart enough to do pointless work in offices and factories. Schools also make
sure students never know about how useless schools really are – which is why they never
tell you the history of school.

In Conclusion
Schools were made to aid capitalism and promote industrial lifestyles. It's a good way to
waste children's time by convincing them to go to college and go to university to get a
certificate that says that you can get more money than other people because you're more
“qualified” for a job.
This whole idea of school prevents children from playing and socialising. Growing up in
this civilisation and industrial system gives children mental, physical and emotional issues.
School is unhealthy and boring and makes children's lives miserable. Also, most people are
going to end up in a dead end job sooner or later, anyway - that you could get with no
education.
Teachers never talk about climate change. Whenever they do, though, it's about recycling or
a way to make people feel guilty for leaving their rubbish on the school grounds.
Does school teach us and prepare us for the future?
Do we get taught the truth about climate change?
How does school affect the Earth's health?

These are questions that people need to ask because by asking questions you can
figure out for yourself about how schools really are.
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An Introduction

to Meaningful Action
It's great that people are becoming more aware of climate change, but not enough is
being done. Take the March 15 student strike, for example. We stood there and
begged the government to do something for two hours. Then we walked down the
road for five minutes, then on the foot path, and then many people went back on the
the road and marched up and down the road for a little while. This was a good start,
but we have to be more disruptive. We need to toughen up and accept that begging
the government won't work!
Examples of things to do:
 Direct action. Take things into your own hands - don't beg the government
 More disruptive protesting, less symbolic protesting
 Depave roads and replant with trees
 Dismantle oil infrastructure
 Shut down factories
 Replace governments with autonomous neighbourhood councils
 Blockades
 Maori reclaiming stolen land
 End the dairy industry and factory farms
 One child per woman (to reduce the population)
 Stop wasting your time in school!
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Direct Action: some examples
Direct action means organising and doing what needs to be done, without waiting
for someone else to do it, like corporations, charities and the government. Some
examples of direct action needed to deal with Climate Change are:
 shutting down factories
 taking apart pipelines
 removing dams
 blocking off ports
 removing roads and replanting with trees
 organising free, local, natural health care
 instead of relying on police, organise your own
community watch group and peacekeeping system
 replant golf courses with fruit trees
 shut down corporations
 dismantle cities
 shut down nuclear reactors according to proper
procedure
 communities organising to deal with those who try
to stop us
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How to Start
Personal things you can do, without waiting for the government
1. Turn off your screens
2. Avoid drugs, like sugar, coffee, alcohol, cigarettes, etc.
3. Make a garden or join a community garden (or help start one)
4. Learn how to live with less
5. Learn how to hunt and fish
6. Go outside. Become more connected to nature - then you will see why

it's screwed up to be constantly destroying it!
7. Talk to your neighbours
8. Make a plan together
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Deep Green Bush-School:

Fearless thinking – Someone has to do it!
www.deepgreenbushschool.org
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